
 

6. HM | DCC & HM7000 – Function Map Setup 

Firstly, ensure HM | DCC & HM7000 - First Setup has been followed and your decoder is connected 

to HM | DCC. 

Tap on the Control ‘  ‘ button on the bottom toolbar. You will notice that when the Device Link 

to your HM7000 has completed and you have tapped Yes on the Function Map Import prompt, the 

correct Functions will be present and ready to use on the Control ‘  ‘ screen under Function 

Control.  

This is your Function Map and features a profile of Function Buttons. A “profile” includes a set of 

lighting functions, sounds* and motor control functions based on your class of locomotive and the 

Profile installed on your HM7000 decoder.  

If your decoder has been purchased separately to your locomotive, you will have pre-installed on the 

HM7000 decoder a Default Profile (SD999). 

- *TXS sounds are only included on HM7000-TXS sound decoders.  

If your decoder is pre-fitted into a locomotive when purchased, you will have pre-installed on your 

HM7000 decoder a Profile that is best suited to that class of locomotive.  

If you wish to change the locomotive profile on your decoder, please follow the instruction in HM | 

DCC & HM7000 – Installing (Sound) Profiles. 

 

when on the Control ‘  ‘ screen, you can easily change the pre-set Function Control Map by 

tapping on Locomotive Settings and then tapping the FUNCTIONS column on the top toolbar.  

You can move your Function Button(s) by pressing and holding a Function Button and moving it to 

the desired place. These changes will take effect on your Control ‘  ‘ screen. 

Tap on a Function Button to go to Edit Function screen. Here you can alter settings for the chosen 

function.  

Under Function Setup, you can alter the Name of your Function by tapping on the field to the right-

hand side and entering a new Name with your phone or tablet’s keyboard. 

Your HM7000 decoder will have in-built on the decoder a set of Functions (0 – 28). If you wish to 

alter what Function is activated on the Function Button press, please type in the desired number (0 

– 28) to the right-hand side of the ‘Function (0 – 28)’ field. For further information of the list of 

Functions for each Profile, please refer to HM7000 Series Decoders Reference Manual. 

You can alter the way the button is set on your HM | DCC app for the respective Function by tapping 

on Switch (Toggle), Push-Button (Momentary) and Timed (Switch-Toggle, for a set amount of time).  

For Functions you wish to stay on, when you press the Function Button, it is advised to select 

Switch. 

For Functions you wish to turn off when you release your finger, it is advised to select Push-button. 

https://support.hornby.com/hc/en-gb/article_attachments/8070536013084/HM7000_Series_Decoders_Reference_Manual_-_140323.pdf


If you select Timed, this will open a Timer Interval field. Enter how many seconds you would like the 

Function to stay on for. On tapping the Function Button. This will activate the Function for the set 

amount of time input. 

You can tap the Icon to the right-hand side of the Icon field to select from a list of desired icons that 

best suit your Function. 

You can turn off the Function Number by tapping on the GREEN switch icon for your Function. 

You can test your Function works by tapping on the Test Function button. 

You can clear the Function button completely by tapping on Clear Function Setup. 

Once finished, tap on the < Back button in the top-left of the screen to go back to your Function 

Map Setup screen. If you notice a Spanner icon, you can edit this by tapping on it. but if left as the 

Spanner icon, the Function Button will appear blank and unusable on your Function Map on the 

Control ‘  ‘ screen. 

 


